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Accurate estimation of vehicle states is extremely crucial for vehicle stability control. As a reliable estimation methodology, the
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) has been widely utilized in vehicle control. However, the estimation accuracy still needs to be
improved caused by the unpredictable measurement and process noise. In this paper, a novel modified UKF state estimation
methodology combined with the ant lion optimization (ALO) is proposed for the stability control of a four in-wheel motor
independent drive electric vehicle (4WIDEV). First, the optimal performance of the ALO algorithm is analyzed, where both
unimodal and multimodal optimization test functions are selected and optimized by GA, PSO, and ALO, respectively. ,e results
indicate that the ALO algorithm has good global optimization capability and applicability. Second, the ALO algorithm is merged
into the UKF to adjust the statistical properties of noise information for the ALOUKF estimator design without extra sensor
signals. At last, the simulations on the Matlab/Simulink-CarSim co-simulation platform and the road test based on an A&D 5435
rapid prototyping experiment platform (RPP) are carried out to verify the proposed method. ,e simulation and experiment
results demonstrate that the ALOUKF estimator can improve state estimation accuracy and resist the vehicle nonlinearity even in
the case of the complicated and emergency maneuvers.

1. Introduction

With the development of the automobile industry, the four
in-wheel motor independent drive electric vehicles
(4WIDEVs) have attracted increasing attention due to their
contribution to energy saving and environmental protection
[1–3]. Moreover, the 4WIDEV has a lot of advantages
compared with the centralized drive electric vehicles
(CDEVs) [4], where the independent control of each wheel is
of great benefit for the improvement of the vehicle stability
control [5]. Currently, different kinds of vehicle stability
control systems have been developed to improve vehicle
handling stability and driving safety.,e well-known vehicle
stability control technologies include the antilock braking
system (ABS) [6], direct yaw moment control (DYC) [7],
and active front steering (AFS) [8]. Most of them heavily
depend on the knowledge of vehicle states for promoting
vehicle stability control performance [9–11]. Generally
speaking, the vehicle states used for vehicle stability control

are mainly composed of the side slip angle, yaw rate, tire-
road force, and so on. Yaw rate can be directly measured by
the micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) gyroscope
[12], and side slip angle can be obtained from the optical
sensors or Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)
[13]. However, these direct measurement methods are
prohibitively expensive for the practical applications of
ordinary vehicles. ,erefore, it is necessary to develop an
accurate and reliable methodology to estimate the vehicle
states based on the onboard ordinary sensors.

A large number of research studies have been conducted
in the field of vehicle state estimation. ,e state estimation
methodologies can be mainly classified into two categories:
kinematic and dynamic model-based methods. According to
the kinematic equations between the vehicle acceleration,
velocity, and yaw rate, the kinematic model-based method is
established to estimate the vehicle states which is difficult to
be measured. ,e key advantage of this method is its in-
dependence from the road condition and vehicle parameters
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[14,15]. However, the acceleration, vehicle velocity, and yaw
rate need to be measured by the onboard sensors; therefore,
the decline of estimation accuracy is inevitable due to the
sensor errors and unknown measurement noise. Bevly et al.
developed a state estimation methodology by combining the
inertial navigation system (INS) with a single antenna GPS;
however, the roll and pitch motions were ignored [16]. Ryu
et al. took into account the influence of roll and pitch motion
to achieve accurate estimation of vehicle states and alleviate
the sensor bias [17,18]. Selmanaj et al. discussed a side slip
angle estimation approach without the knowledge of the
tire-road friction and vehicle parameters. A heuristic sta-
bilization term was introduced to integrate the kinematic
model with empirical information which can guarantee the
estimation performance during straight driving [19]. Based on
previous research studies, to enhance the estimator accuracy,
Selmanaj et al. improved the side slip angle estimator, where
the roll angle was estimated to compensate for the effects of the
acceleration measurement caused by gravity acceleration and
vehicle roll [20]. But the road banks and inclination were not
considered. Considering the influences of road banks and
gradient on the estimation accuracy, Marco et al. proposed a
multimodel sensor fusion estimation scheme combining a
kinematic model with a dynamic model. Based on the infor-
mation provided by a six-dimensional IMU and ESC sensors,
the three-dimensional vehicle velocity, pitch, and roll angle
were estimated [21].

Dynamic model-based methods usually use filter or
observer technologies to estimate vehicle state. ,e com-
monly used vehicle state observers include sliding mode
observer, robust observer, fuzzy observer, and so on. ,e
nonlinear Kalman filter has been popularly utilized to ad-
dress the state estimation problems [22], such as the ex-
tended Kalman filter (EKF) [23–25], unscented Kalman filter
(UKF) [26–29], and their ramification [30,31]. Compared
with the observer-based approach, the UKF has good ro-
bustness against sensor errors [20]. Baffet et al. designed a
state estimator with two blocks. In the first block, a sliding
model observer was established to calculate the tire-road
forces. In the second block, the side slip angle and cornering
stiffness were estimated by adopting the EKF algorithm.
Moreover, an adaptive mechanism was introduced into EKF
to coping with the variations in cornering stiffness [23,24]. Li
et al. presented a novel multisensor fusion estimator com-
bining the dynamic-based and kinematics-based method-
ologies. Two parallel EKF filters were designed to acquire the
side slip angle and yaw rate. And a kinematics-based global
federated estimator was used to realize the global fusion of
inertial sensors [25]. ,is fusion estimator has a high esti-
mation accuracy due to it has the superiority of both ki-
nematic model-based and dynamic model-based. However,
the EKF employs the linear operation of Taylor expansion,
which will lead to the degradation of estimation accuracy,
especially for the seriously nonlinear system. Besides, the
Jacobian matrix is difficult to calculate.

As an improvement of EKF, UKF can address these issues.
Due to the usage of the unscented transform (UT) to realize the
nonlinear propagation of state error covariance, UKF has
higher filtering precision and less computation complexity

[26]. ,us, it is more suitable for applications in the strong
nonlinear dynamics systems. Jin and Yin combined the
interacting multiple model (IMM) strategy with UKF and
introduced a linear tire model and the nonlinear tire model,
respectively, for the estimator design. ,e simulation results
indicated that the proposed estimator can providemore reliable
and accurate estimations compared with the IMMEKF esti-
mator [28]. Heidfeld et al. designed an AUKF estimator to
enhance the estimation accuracy of lateral velocity and tire slip,
where a tire force adaption scheme was utilized to improve
filter stability [29]. In the aforementioned research studies, the
nonlinear system noise (measurement noise and process noise)
in the process of UKF is generally assumed to be constant or
selected by the trial-and-error method. However, the statistical
characteristics of measurement noise and process noise are
always unknown. ,eoretically speaking, the measurement
noise is determined by the precision of the onboard sensor.,e
prior can be obtained from the onboard sensor specifications.
,e process noise is determined by the system characteristic. It
can be selected by contrast tests. But these methods are difficult
to get the optimal values and are time-consuming.,us, a lot of
identifying noise approaches have been studied. Soken and
Hajiyev put forward a novel UKF algorithm based on the
correction of process noise covariance [31]. Chen et al. in-
troduced a square root cubature Kalman filter into the vehicle
state estimator, in which the moving windowmethod was used
to adjust the covariance of measurement noise to improve the
estimation accuracy and reliability [32]. However, the mea-
surement noise and process noise were not obtained simul-
taneously. Wang et al. analyzed the relationship between the
process noise and measurement noise under different road
classifications. Based on the road classification, the process
noise and measurement noise were both tuned [33].

Although the UKF estimator has been widely researched
for vehicle applications, some drawbacks still exist due to the
unknown system noise. ,e estimation performance of UKF
can be further improved when the statistical characteristics
of system noise are known. Motivated by the above review,
this paper focuses on developing a novel vehicle state es-
timation methodology combining the UKF with the ant lion
optimization (ALO). As a novel nature-inspired meta-
heuristic algorithm, the ALO algorithm has been widely
applied and vindicated to solve various optimization and
identification problems [34–39]. It was utilized to optimize
the allocation and sizing of renewable distributed generation
sources in various distribution networks, where it had better
performance in reducing power losses and improving energy
saving [34]. An improved ALO algorithm was further
proposed to parameter identification for the hydraulic
turbine governing system, and the simulation results indi-
cated that the ALO algorithm had good convergence
characteristics and high stability [35]. ,erefore, the core
innovative idea of the proposedmethod is to embed the ALO
algorithm into the UKF to adjust the statistical character-
istics of process noise and measurement noise.

Firstly, based on the available measurement sensor
signals, the 3-DOF vehicle dynamics model and nonlinear
tire model are deduced and established for the estimator
design. Due to the independent driving attribute of
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4WIDEV, the wheel rotational dynamic model is built to
calculate the tire-road longitudinal force. Secondly, the
optimization performance of ALO algorithm is analyzed by
using both unimodal and multimodal optimization test
functions compared with the GA and PSO algorithms.
According to the principle of the ALO algorithm, the system
noise is regarded as the antlion position, and the fitness
function is built to make the estimation error minimum.
,en, the ALOUKF estimator is designed to estimate vehicle
states without extra sensor measurements. Meanwhile, the
process noise and measurement noise can be globally op-
timized simultaneously. Because the noise information is
obtained based on the estimation and measurement data, it
is the best for the nonlinear vehicle system and driving
environment at present. Finally, the vehicle state estimation
performance and accuracy can be improved due to the
identification of the system noise.

,e remaining of this paper is organized as follows. ,e
correlation mathematical models are introduced and the
UKF estimator is designed in Section 2. ,e principle of the
ALO algorithm is described, and the algorithm performance
is confirmed for the ALOUKF estimator design in Section 3.
,e state-space model is established, and the ALOUKF
estimator performance is verified in the Matlab/Simulink-
CarSim co-simulation platform and the rapid prototyping
platform, respectively, and the detailed simulation and

experiment results and discussions are provided in Section 4
followed by the conclusions in Section 5.

2. Vehicle State Estimation Based on the
UKF Algorithm

2.1. Correlation Models for Estimator Design

2.1.1. Vehicle Dynamics Model. ,e vehicle dynamics model
with three degrees of freedom (3-DOF) is adopted for the
estimation model establishment. ,e schematic diagram of
the 3-DOF vehicle dynamics model is demonstrated in
Figure 1, which involves the longitudinal, lateral, and yaw
motions. ,e assumption here is that the pitch, roll, and
vertical motions will not be considered, and the road ir-
regularity and aerodynamics are neglected. ,e XGY co-
ordinate represents global coordinate system. ,e xoy
coordinate is vehicle coordinate system. ,e origin of xoy
coordinate coincides with the vehicle gravity center. ,e x-
axis signifies the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and forward
is the positive direction, the y-axis indicates the lateral axis of
the vehicle, and from right to left is the positive direction.

Based on the 3-DOF vehicle dynamics model and
Newton’s second law, the dynamic equations of the longi-
tudinal, lateral, and yaw movements can be described as
follows:

 Fx � max � m _vx − vyc  � Fxfl + Fxfr cos δ + Fxrl + Fxrr − Fyfl + Fyfr sin δ,

 Fy � may � m _vy + vxc  � Fxfl + Fxfr sin δ + Fyrl + Fyrr + Fyfl + Fyfr cos δ,

 Mz � Iz _c � Fxfl + Fxfr a sin δ + Fyfl + Fyfr a cos δ − Fyrl + Fyrr b

− Fxfl − Fxfr 
Bw

2
cos δ − Fxrl − Fxrr( 

Bw

2
+ Fyfl − Fyfr 

Bw

2
sin δ,

(1)

whereMz is the yaw moment, Fx and Fy are the longitudinal
and lateral resultant force, respectively, m indicates the
vehicle mass, ax represents the longitudinal acceleration, ay
denotes the lateral acceleration, vx and vy indicate the
longitudinal and lateral velocity, respectively, c represents
the vehicle yaw rate, Iz represents the inertia moment about
the vertical axis, a and b are the distances from the vehicle
gravity center to the front and rear axles, respectively, l is the
wheel base, Bw is the wheel track, δ is the steering angle of the
front wheels with the assumption that the steering angles of
the front left and right wheels are the same, and Fyij and Fxij
represent the lateral and longitudinal forces of each wheel,
respectively. ,e subscript “ij” (ij� fl, fr, rl, rr) represents the
specific wheel, fl is front left, fr is front right, rl is rear left,
and rr is rear right. β denotes the side slip angle, which is
defined as the angle between the vehicle speed direction and
the vehicle longitudinal axis and can be calculated as follows:

β � arctan
vy

vx

. (2)

,e relationship between the yaw rate and side slip angle
is as follows:

ψ � β +  cdt, (3)

where the ψ is course angle, which is the sum of side slip
angle and yaw angle, and the yaw angle can be calculated by
the time integration of the yaw rate.

2.1.2. Wheel Rotational Dynamic Model. ,e wheel rota-
tional dynamic model is exhibited in Figure 2; different from
the CDEV, each wheel of the 4WIDEV can be actuated
independently by a hub motor. ,us, the driving/braking
torque and wheel speed of each wheel can be derived from
the signals of the motor actuator. Combining with these
signals, the longitudinal tire-road force of each wheel can be
calculated based on the rotational dynamic equation as
follows:
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Jω _ωij � Tdi j − Tbij − Fxij
Re, (4)

where Jω is the wheel inertia moment to the rotary axis, Re
stands for the wheel effective rolling radius, ωij is the angular
speed of each wheel, and Tdij and Tbij are the driving and
brake torques of each wheel motor, respectively.

2.1.3. Tire Model. ,e vehicle motion is determined by the
tire forces. ,erefore, it is important to build an accurate tire
model to describe the tire dynamic characteristic of the
estimator design. ,e most commonly used tire models
include the Pacejka tire model, the Dugoff tire model, and
the Fiala tire model. ,e Dugoff tire model is a supplement
to the elastic foundation analytical tire model developed by
Fiala and the combined lateral-longitudinal force generation
proposed by Pacejka; it provides a tire force calculation
method for the combination of lateral and longitudinal tire
force [40]. In this paper, the Dugoff nonlinear tire model is
selected to build the estimation model of the lateral tire

force, and the mechanical characteristic of four wheels is
assumed identical.

,e lateral and longitudinal tire forces of each wheel can
be expressed as follows:

Fxij � Cxij

sij

1 − sij

f(L),

Fyij � Cyij

tan αij

1 − sij

f(L),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

f(L) �

L(2 − L), L< 1,

1, L≥ 1,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

L �
μijFzij 1 − sij 

2
�������������������
C
2
xij · s

2
ij + C

2
yij · tan2αij

 ,

(5)

where Fzij is the vertical load of each wheel, Cxij is the
longitudinal stiffness of each wheel, Cyij denotes the cor-
nering stiffness of each wheel, μij represents the road ad-
hesion coefficient of each wheel (in this paper, the road
adhesion coefficient of each wheel is assumed to equal and
known), sij denotes the longitudinal slip ratio of each wheel,
and αij represents the side slip angle of each wheel, which
can be calculated as follows:

αfl,fr � arctan
vy + ac

vx∓ Bw/2( c
  − δ,

αrl,rr � arctan
vy − bc

vx∓ Bw/2( c
 .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

,e longitudinal slip ratio of each wheel can be obtained
as follows:

sij �

Reωij − vwxij

reωij

, Reωij ≥ vwxij, driving,

vwxij − Reωij

vwxij

, Reωij < vwxij, braking,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where vwxij represents the wheel center speed.
,e aforementioned Dugoff tire model is a quasisteady

model, which ignores the transient characteristics of the tire.
,erefore, to improve the tire model accuracy in the non-
linear domain, the relaxation length is incorporated to in-
dicate the transient characteristics of the tire, which is
defined as the distance when the tire reaches a certain
percentage of the steady-state condition under the stepwise
change of slip angle [41,42]:

_Fyij �
vc

σij

− Fyij + Fyij ,

_Fxij �
vc

σij

− Fxij + Fxij ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)
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Figure 1: 3-DOF vehicle dynamics model.
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Figure 2: Wheel rotational dynamic model.
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where Fxij and Fyij represent the quasisteady longitudinal
and the lateral tire forces of each wheel, respectively, σij

represents the relaxation length of each wheel, and vc is the
velocity of the center of vehicle mass.

Since the tire-road forces will be influenced by the re-
distribution of vertical load among four wheels during ve-
hicle acceleration and turning, the knowledge of vertical tire
forces is significant for the tire-road lateral forces estimation.
With the consideration of the load transfer, the vertical load
of each wheel can be calculated as follows:

Fzfl,fr � b
mg

2l
∓

mayhg

lBw

  −
maxhg

2l
,

Fzrl,rr � a
mg

2l
∓

mayhg

lBw

  +
maxhg

2l
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

where hg is the height of the gravity center.

2.2. 9e UKF Estimator Design. ,e most distinguished
feature of UKF is its ability to deal with nonlinear problems
by using the unscented transformation (UT) technology.,e
UT operation can generate a set of sigma points, which can
represent the whole probability distribution. And the mean
and covariance of sigma points are equal to the original state
distribution. ,erefore, the UKF algorithm is more ap-
propriate for the state estimation of the nonlinear vehicle
dynamics system.

,e basic discrete-time equations of nonlinear stochastic
system model are given by

xk+1 � f xk, uk(  + wk,

zk � h xk,uk(  + vk,
 (10)

where k is the sampling instant, x represents the state vector,
u denotes the input vector, z is the measurement vector, and
ω and v signify the process noise and measurement noise,
respectively. In this paper, the process noise and measure-
ment noise are assumed irrelevant zero mean Gaussian noise
with the covariance matrices expressed by Q and R.
ωk ∼ N(0,Qk),vk ∼ N(0,Rk). f (∙) is the function of non-
linear state equation, and h (∙) is the function of nonlinear
observation equation.

,e detailed state estimation procedure based on the
UKF algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. ,e initial state
and error covariance matrix are, respectively, obtained in
step 1. In the time update step, the state at moment k+ 1 can
be predicted based on the state at moment k. In the mea-
surement update step, the estimation result can be corrected
in combination with the measurable sensor information. P is
the error covariancematrix, and λ represents a scaling factor,
where λ� ζ2(n+ κ) − n, κ� 0. ζ represents the distribution of
the sigma points around the state mean. ζ is usually set as a
positive in the interval of [1e − 4, 1], where ζ � 1e − 2. τ is a
nonnegative weight factor for incorporate the high order
error. ω(m)

i , ω(c)
i (i� 0, 1, 2, . . ., 2n) represent the mean and

covariance of the i-th sigma point, respectively. In the
conventional UKF estimator, Q and R usually are set as
constant matrices based on the empirical analysis.

Based on the aforementioned UKF framework, com-
bining vehicle and tire dynamic models, the nonlinear state-
space equations for vehicle state estimation can be rear-
ranged as follows:

_vx � ax + vyc �
1
m

Fxfl cos δ − Fyfl sin δ + Fxfr cos δ − Fyfr sin δ + Fxrl + Fxrr  + vyc,

_vy � ay − vxc �
1
m

Fxfl sin δ + Fyfl cos δ + Fxfr sin δ + Fyfr cos δ + Fyrl + Fyrr  − vxc,

_c �
1
Iz

Fxfl + Fxfr  a sin δ + Fyfl + Fyfr a cos δ − Fyrl + Fyrr b

− Fxfl − Fxfr 
Bw

2
cos δ − Fxrl − Fxrr( 

Bw

2
+ Fyfl − Fyfr 

Bw

2
sin δ],

_Fyij �
vc

σij

− Fyij + Fyij ,

_Fxij �
vc

σij

− Fxij + Fxij .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

According to the nonlinear vehicle state-space equation,
the system state vector includes the longitudinal velocity,

lateral velocity, yaw rate, and tire-road lateral force of each
wheel, which can be defined as follows:
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x � x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7 
T

� vx, vy, c, Fyfl, Fyfr, Fyrl, Fyrr 
T
.

(12)

,e system measurement vector includes the yaw rate,
longitudinal acceleration, and lateral acceleration is given by

z � z1, z2, z3 
T

� c, ax, ay 
T
. (13)

In this paper, it is assumed that the 4WIDEV has
equipped with several ordinary off-the-shelf sensors. ,e
longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, and yaw rate

can be obtained by using an inertial navigation sensor. ,e
steering wheel angle can be measured by a steering wheel
angle sensor. ,e motor speed and torque can be received
from the CAN signal of the motor controller. ,erefore, the
system input vector u consists of the front wheel steering
angle, and longitudinal tire force of each wheel is given by

u � u1, u2, u3, u4, u5 
T

� δ, Fxfl, Fxfr, Fxrl, Fxrr 
T
. (14)

,e function f (∙) of nonlinear state equation for vehicle
state estimation can be rewritten as follows:

f(·) � f1, f2, . . ., f7 
T
,

·

f1 �
1
m

u2 cosu1 − x4 sin u1 + u3 cos u1 − x5 sin u1 + u4 + u5  + x2x3,

f2 �
1
m

u2 sin u1 + x4 cosu1 + u3 sin u1 + x5 cos u1 + x6 + x7  − x1x3,

f3 �
1
Iz

u2 + u3(  a sin u1 + x4 + x5( a cos u1 − x6 + x7( b

− u2 − u3( 
Bw

2
cos u1 − u4 − u5( 

Bw

2
+ x4 − x5( 

Bw

2
sin u1,

f4 �
vc

σ
− x4 + Fyfl , f5 �

vc

σ
− x5 + Fyfr ,

f6 �
vc

σ
− x6 + Fyrl , f7 �

vc

σ
− x7 + Fyrr .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

Step 1: initialization (k� 0)
x0 � E(x0)
P0 � E[(x0 − x0)(x0 − x0)

T]

Step 2: time update (k� 0,1,2, · · ·)

Generate sigma points:
xi,k � xk + (

��������

(n + λ)Pk



)i, i � 1 ∼ n,

xi,k � xk − (

��������

(n + λ)Pk



)i, i � n + 1, . . . , 2n

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Calculate sigma points’ weight: ω(m)
0 � λ/(n + λ), ω(c)

0 � ω(m)
0 + (1 − ζ2 + τ),ω(m)

i � ω(c)
i 1/2(n + λ), i � 1, 2, . . . , 2n

,e step prediction of sigma points: xi,k+1|k � f(xi,k, uk)

,e state mean and error covariance matrix of step prediction: xk+1|k � 
2n
i�0ω

(m)
i xi,k+1|k, Pk+1|k � 

2n
i�0w

(c)
i

(xi,k+1|k − xk+1|k)(xi,k+1|k − xk+1|k)T + Q
According to the step prediction, generate new sigma points:

xi,k+1|k � xk+1|k + (
�����������
(n + λ)Pk+1|k


)i, i � 1 ∼ n

xi,k+1|k � xk+1|k − (
�����������
(n + λ)Pk+1|k


)i, i � n + 1, . . . , 2n

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩Step 3: measurement update (k� 0,1,2, · · ·)
Propagate the new sigma points by h (∙), and the predicted observation is given by zi,k+1|k � h(xk+1|k, uk)

,e mean of system observation: zk+1|k � 
2n
i�0w

(m)
i zi,k+1|k

,e error covariance matrix of system observation: Pzkzk
� 

2n
i�0w

(c)
i (zi,k+1|k − zk+1|k)(zi,k+1|k − zk+1|k)T + R

Calculate the cross-correlation covariance matrix: Pxkzk
� 

2n
i�0w

(c)
i (xi,k+1|k − xk+1|k)(zi,k+1|k − zk+1|k)T

Calculate the Kalman filter feedback gain matrix: Kk+1 � Pxkzk
P− 1

zkzk

,e update of state estimation: xk+1|k+1 � xk+1|k + Kk+1(zk+1 − zk+1|k)

,e update of the error covariance matrix: Pk+1|k+1 � Pk+1|k − Kk+1Pzkzk
KT

k+1

ALGORITHM 1: ,e state estimation procedure based on the UKF algorithm.
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,e function h (∙) of nonlinear observation equation for
vehicle state estimation can be expressed as follows:

h(·) � h1, h2, h3 
T
,

h1 � x3,

h2 �
1
m

u2 cos u1 − x4 sin u1 + u3 cos u1 − x5 sin u1 + u4 + u5 ,

h3 �
1
m

u2 sin u1 + x4 cos u1 + u3 sin u1 + x5 cos u1 + x6 + x7 .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

Equation (11) is the nonlinear continuous-time form of
the state-space equations, which needs to be transformed as
a discrete-time form in the process of UKF; based on the
difference method, the vehicle state estimation model is
discretized and rewritten as

vx,k+1 �
Ts

m
Fxfl,k cos δk − Fyfl,k sin δk + Fxfr,k cos δk − Fyfr,k sin δk + Fxrl,k + Fxrr,k  + vy,kck,

vy,k+1 �
Ts

m
Fxfl,k sin δk + Fyfl,k cos δk + Fxfr,k sin δk + Fyfr,k cos δk + Fyrl,k + Fyrr,k  − vx,kck,

ck+1 �
Ts

Iz

Fxfl,k + Fxfr,k  a sin δk + Fyfl,k + Fyfr,k a cos δk − Fyrl,k + Fyrr,k b

− Fxfl,k − Fxfr,k 
Bw

2
cos δk − Fxrl,k − Fxrr,k 

Bw

2
+ Fyfl,k − Fyfr,k 

Bw

2
sin δk,

Fyij,k+1 �
vc,k

σij,k

− Fyij,k + Fyij , Fxij,k+1 �
vc,k

σij,k

− Fxij,k + Fxij ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

where Ts is the sampling time and set as 0.01 s in this paper.
Based on the above analysis, the nonlinear state-space

model for vehicle state estimation is built for the UKF es-
timator design, and the side slip angle, yaw rate, and tire-
road lateral force of each wheel can be estimated.

3. Vehicle State Estimation Based on aModified
UKF Algorithm

3.1. Introduction of ALO Algorithm. ALO is a novel opti-
mization algorithm which was originally presented by
Mirjalili; it imitates the predation behavior between antlion
and ant to solve the optimization problems [37,39,43]. ,e
flowchart of ALO is shown in Figure 3; the main operations
of hunting include random walks of ants, entrapment in an
antlion pit, building trap, catching prey, and rebuilding the
pit. ,e details can be described as follows.

(1) Random walks of ants: the ants move stochastically
over the search space with random walks, which can
be defined as

X(t) � 0, cumsum 2r t1(  − 1( , cumsum 2r t2(  − 1( , . . . ,

cumsum 2r tT(  − 1( ,

(18)

where cumsum is used to calculate the cumulative
sum, T represents the maximum iterations, t

indicates the current iteration, and the stochastic
function r (·) is given by

r(t) �
1, if rand> 0.5,

0, if rand≤ 0.5,
 (19)

where rand is used to generate a random number in
[0, 1].
To keep the ants inside the search space which has a
certain boundary, the random walks of ants should
be normalized as follows:

X
t
i �

X
t
i − ai  × di − c

t
i 

b
t
i − ai 

+ c
t
i , (20)

where Xt
i is the position of random walk for i-th ant

at t-th iteration, ai and bi are the minimum and
maximum of random walk of i-th ant, respectively,
and ct

i and dt
i indicate the minimum and maximum

of i-th ant at t-th iteration, respectively.
(2) Entrapment in an antlion pit: the random walks of

ants are influenced by the traps of antlions. ,is can
be modeled as follows:

c
t
i � Antliont

j + c
t
,

d
t
i � Antliont

j + d
t
,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(21)
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where ct and dt are the minimum and maximum of
all ants at t-th iteration, respectively. Antliont

j rep-
resents the position of the selected j-th antlion at t-th
iteration. Equation (21) demonstrates that the ants
move within a hypersphere, which is determined by
the c and d around a selected antlion.

(3) Building trap: the roulette wheel strategy is utilized
for selecting antlions based on their fitness. ,e size
of antlion pit is in proportion to its fitness, and the
larger pit has a higher probability of catching ants
[44].

(4) Sliding ant towards antlion: when the ant falls into
the pit, the antlion will throw sands towards the slope
of the cone shape to prevent the escape of ant. It
means the radius of the hypersphere should be de-
creased adaptively as follows:

c
t

�
c

t

I
,

d
t

�
d

t

I
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρ � 2, t> 0.1T,

ρ � 3, t> 0.5T,

ρ � 4, t> 0.75T,

ρ � 5, t> 0.9T,

ρ � 6, t> 0.95T,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(22)

where I is the ratio (here I � 10ρ(t/N)) and ρ rep-
resents a constant dependent on the current
iteration.

(5) Catching prey and rebuilding the pit: the antlion
position is replaced with its corresponding ant when
the ant becomes fitter than the antlion, which can be
mimicked as follows:

Antliont
j � Antti , if fit Antti > fit Antliont

j , (23)

where Antti represents the position of the i-th ant at t-
th iteration and fit (∙) indicates the fitness function.

(6) Elitism: at each step during the optimization process,
the best antlion is saved as the elite. ,erefore, the
elite can influence the ants’ movements, and each ant
randomly walks both around a selected antlion and
the elite. It can be described as

Antti �
R

t
A + R

t
E

2
, (24)

where Rt
A is the random walk around the selected

antlion at t-th iteration and Rt
E is the random walk

around the elite at t-th iteration.

3.2. Performance Verification of ALO Algorithm. In order to
verify the optimization performance of the ALO algorithm,
five standard test functions (Schaffer, Griewank, Ackley,
Branin, and Six-Hump Camelback) are utilized to evaluate

Calculate the fitness of all ants

Replace an antlion with its
corresponding ant

Yes

Meeting stopping criterion

Update the elite

Return the elite (best solution)

Initialize the iteration, dimension, and
random positions of ants and antlions

Update ct and dt based on equation (22)

Calculate the fitness of ants and antlions

Select an antlion by using roulette wheel
strategy

Find the best antlion as the elite

Start

Generate a random walk using equation
(19) and normalize it using equation (20)

Update the position of ant using
equation (24)

No

fit (Antt
i) > fit (Antliont

j)
No Yes

Figure 3: ,e flowchart of the ALO algorithm.
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the optimization performance and compared with the
common optimization algorithms, such as GA and PSO.

,e expression and global optimal solution of each
function are listed in Table 1. Schaffer is a unimodal
function, and Griewank, Ackley, Branin, and Six-Hump
Camelback are the multimodal functions [45]. Figure 4
shows the three-dimensional diagram of each function.
As shown in Figure 4(a), Schaffer function includes many
oscillations and peaks. As shown in Figure 4(b), Griewank
function has many widespread local minima points, which
are regularly distributed [46]. As shown in Figure 4(c),
Ackley function has many local minima solutions around
the global minima at the center. ,e characteristics of
Griewank and Ackley functions pose a risk for optimization
algorithms to be trapped in local minima [37]. Branin
function has three global minima. ,e plot on the left of
Figure 4(e) is the Six-Hump Camelback function within the
[− 3, 3] domain. For easier observation of the function’s key
characteristics, the plot on the right shows only a part of this
domain; it can be seen that Six-Hump Camelback function
has six local minima, two of which are global.

,e particular parameters of test functions are set as
follows: the population number is 20 and the maximum
iteration number is 500. ,e parameters of GA are as fol-
lows: the crossover rate is 0.5 and the mutation rate is 0.3.
,e parameters of PSO are as follows: the learning coefficient
of the individual is the same as that of community, which is
set as 0.5, the inertia weight is 0.08, and the varying range of
particle updated velocity is [− 1, 1]. ,e parameters of ALO
are as follows: the number of ants and antlions is equal to the
number of particles. In addition, three indicators are con-
sidered to evaluate the optimization performance: optimal
value, convergence iteration, and convergence time. ,e
optimal value is the global optimal solution searching by the
optimization algorithm. ,e convergence iteration repre-
sents the corresponding iteration when the global optimal
solution is found and kept stable. ,e convergence time
denotes the time corresponding to the convergence itera-
tion. For fair comparison, three optimization algorithms will
be conducted 10 times independently. ,e average of three
evaluation indicators after the 10 times circulation
(Ave_optimal, Ave_iteration, and Ave_time) is demon-
strated in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, for Schaffer function, PSO and ALO
both can find the global optimal solution. But GA cannot
search the optimal value, and Ave_optimal is 0.0097. For
Griewank function, which has a large number of local op-
timal points, PSO and ALO can find the global minimum by
thorough search. However, GA cannot find the global
minimum and is trapped early into the local minimum at the
26-th iteration. For Ackley function, PSO falls into the local
optimal and cannot search the global optimal, and
Ave_optimal is 0.0257. GA and ALO can find the global
optimal solution finally. Although the three optimization
algorithms all have good performance for Branin function,
which has a few local optimal points, the optimization error
of ALO is minimum, and Ave_optimal is 0.3979. For Six-
Hump Camelback, GA cannot find the global minimum
until the 326-th iteration, but ALO can find the global

optimal solution, and Ave_optimal is − 1.0316 which is equal
to the desired value and the estimation error is less than that
of the PSO.

In conclusion, compared with the other two popular
optimization algorithms (GA and PSO), for the unimodal
function, ALO has the same optimization performance as
PSO, for the multimodal function with a few local optimal
points, the optimization error of ALO is minimum; for the
multimodal function with a lot of local optimal points, ALO
can jump the local optimal and find the global minimum.
,erefore, the ALO has good global optimization capability
and applicability in different optimization problems. In this
paper, the 4WIDEV is a complicated strong nonlinear
system, so it is feasible and effective to choose the ALO
algorithm to adjust the statistical properties of system noise.

3.3. Combination of ALO with UKF Algorithms. In the UKF
estimator, the measurement noise and process noise are zero
mean Gaussian noise with the covariance matrices expressed
by Q and R, which can be defined as a diagonal and positive
one. As shown in equations (13) and (14), the nonlinear
state-space model of vehicle state estimation includes seven
state variables and three measurement variables, and thus Q
and R can be defined as follows:

Q � diag q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7( ,

R � diag r1, r2, r3( .
 (25)

To combine the UKF with the ALO algorithm, the el-
ements of the covariance matrices Q and R can be merged
into a vector y which is given by

y � q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, r1, r2, r3( 
T
. (26)

According to the principle of the ALO algorithm, q and r
are regarded as the antlion position to be optimized, then the
fitness function can be constituted based on the objective of
state estimation, and finally, Q and R can be globally op-
timized by using the ALO algorithm in a certain sampling
window. To make the state estimation error minimum, the
optimization objective function (fitness function) can be
defined as the square sum of error between the actual
measurements and their estimations. ,e corresponding
weights of measurements are added to the objective func-
tion, which can be described as follows:

F y
t
j  � 

M

k�1

3

i�1
Wi zi,k − zi,k y

t
j  

2
, (27)

where i is the dimension of the measurement vector, zi,k

represents the actual measurement value, which includes the
yaw rate, longitudinal acceleration, and lateral acceleration,
zi,k(yt

j) signifies the corresponding estimation value of j-th
antlion at t-th iteration, M is the length of the sampling
window, and Wi is the weight coefficient (here W1 � 0.2,
W2 � 0.3, and W3 � 0.5).

,e scheme of the vehicle state estimation is shown in
Figure 5, which mainly includes two parts: the measurement
signal output and the ALOUKF estimator. In the
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measurement signal output part, as we all know, the CarSim
software can accurately simulate the dynamic behavior of
passenger vehicles and has been extensively used in the
development and verification of vehicle dynamics control
systems. ,e foundational mathematical models repre-
senting the vehicle are sufficiently detailed and are of high

fidelity such that the simulation can replicate physically
measured responses. According to the assumption in Section
2, 4WIDEV is equipped with several ordinary sensors, and
ax, ay, δ, c, and ωij can be regarded as measurable.,erefore,
ax, ay, δ, and ωij generated from CarSim can represent the
actual measurements and can be imported to the ALOUKF

Table 1: ,e five test functions.

Function Function expression Range Global optimal

Schaffer f(x) � 0.5 + (((sin
��������
(x2

1 − x2
2)


)2 − 0.5)/(1 + 0.001(x2

1 + x2
2))

2) [− 10, 10] minf(x)� f (0, 0)� 0

Griewank f(x) � 
D
i�1(x2

i /4000) − 
D
i�11cos(xi/

�
i

√
) + 1 [− 10, 10] minf(x)� f (0, . . ., 0)� 0

Ackley f(x) � − 20 exp(− 0.2
�����������

(1/D)
D
i�1x

2
i



) − exp((1/D)
D
i�1cos(2πxi)) + 20 + e [− 10, 10] minf(x)� f (0, . . ., 0)� 0

Branin f(x) � (x2 − (5.1/4π2)x2
1 + (5/π)x1 − 6)2 + 10(1 − (1/8π))cos(x1) + 10

x1∈[− 5,
10] minf(x)� 0.397887

x2∈[0, 15]
xmin � (− π, 12.275), (π, 2.275),

(9.425, 2.475)

Six-Hump
Camelback f(x) � 4x2

1 − 2.1x4
1 + (x6

1/3) + x1x2 − 4x2
2 + 4x4

2 [− 3, 3]
minf(x)� 1.0316

xmin� (0.0898, − 0.7126),
(− 0.0898, 0.7126)

Note: D is set to 2 in this paper.
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Figure 4: ,ree-dimensional diagram of test functions: (a) Schaffer; (b) Griewank; (c) Ackley; (d) Branin; (e) Six-Hump Camelback.
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estimator for the state estimation model built. Besides, ax, ay,
and c generated from CarSim will be used to calculate the
objective function, and β, c, and Fyij output from CarSimwill
be taken for the reference value to compare with the esti-
mation value.

,e ALOUKF estimator with two modules is designed
based on a modified UKF method, where the ALO al-
gorithm is merged into it. In the upper module, the UKF
estimator is designed and conducted to estimate vehicle
states based on the measurements generated from Car-
Sim. Meanwhile, in the ALO optimal module, the process
noise and measurement noise can be integrated as an
optimized vector, which represents the antlion positions.
Based on the actual measurements of CarSim and their
estimations in the window range, the ALO algorithm is
applied to search the best Q and R to make the fitness
minimum in the sampling window. Because the optimal
Q and R are calculated based on the information in the

window range, the statistical characteristics of Q and R
can be regarded as the best for the nonlinear vehicle
system and driving environment at present. Once the
updated Q and R are obtained from the ALO optimal
module, the old Q and R will be replaced by the new
value. Because the change amplitude of Q and R is rel-
atively less than the vehicle state, before the optimal
process is completed, the UKF estimator can still use the
last updated Q and R for state estimation calculation. In
this paper, the maximum iteration of the ALO algorithm
is set as 400, the number of ants and antlions is set as 20,
and the iteration is stopped when the fitness of the elite
individual does not change in 10 continuous iterations.
,e length of the sampling window M is 200. At last, the
ALOUKF estimator can realize the accurate estimation of
the side slip angle, yaw rate, and tire-road lateral forces
and the adjustment of the process noise and measurement
noise simultaneously.

Measurement
Signal output

Calculate
�e objective

Function

ALO
algorithm

z⌃k (y)
uk

UKF
algorithm

Updated Qi, Ri

zk
M

Ft (Q, R)

Ft (Q, R)
Qi, Ri

UKF
estimator

Qupdate, Rupdate

u

Q0, R0

3-DOF vehicle model

Dugoff tire model

Wheel rotational
dynamic model

.

ax, ay, γ, δ, ωij, µ

Comparative
Analysis

ALOUKF estimator

ALO optimal

zk

β, γ, Fyfl, Fyfr, Fyrl, Fyrr β⌃, γ ⌃, F ⌃yfl, F⌃yfr, F⌃yrl, F⌃yrr

x⌃

Qi, Ri

υx = ax + υyγ.

υy = ay – υxγ
.

γ = Mz/Iz
.

Fxij = Cxij (sij/1–sij) f(L)

Fyij = Cyij (tan α/1–sij) f(L)

Fyij = υc/σij (–Fyij + Fyij) 

Fxij = υc/σij (–Fxij + Fxij) 

Fxij = (Tdij – Tbij – Jωωij)/Re

.

.

Figure 5: ,e scheme of the vehicle state estimation.

Table 2: ,e optimization result comparison of different algorithms.

Function
Ave_optimal Ave_iteration Ave_time (s)

GA PSO ALO GA PSO ALO GA PSO ALO
Schaffer 0.0097 5.9105e − 06 7.5685e − 06 17 122 65 0.0118 0.0247 0.0870
Griewank 0.0074 1.7831e − 05 8.6813e − 06 26 367 267 0.0364 0.0756 0.3715
Ackley 1.3126e − 05 0.0257 2.9508e − 06 486 325 379 0.3187 0.0827 0.5073
Branin 0.3982 0.3985 0.3979 339 401 120 0.2495 0.0784 0.1554
Six-Hump Camelback − 1.0167 − 1.0314 − 1.0316 326 389 146 0.2269 0.0910 0.1878
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4. Simulations and Experiment Results

4.1. Simulation Verification. Simulation tests will be carried
out in the Matlab/Simulink-CarSim co-simulation platform
to validate the effectiveness of the designed ALOUKF es-
timator and compare it with the EKF and UKF estimators.
,e vehicle dynamics model is provided by CarSim, and the
wheel rotational dynamic model, the Dugoff tire model, and
the ALOUKF estimator model are established in Simulink.
,e B-class hatchback vehicle model in CarSim is selected as
the simulated vehicle. In order to reduce the model dif-
ference between the real vehicle and the simulation vehicle,
the parameters for the B-class hatchback vehicle in CarSim
are adjusted according to the test vehicle of the following
road test.,e particular geometric and inertial parameters of
the vehicle are shown in Table 3. ,e severe double lane
change and the complicated sine wave steering maneuvers
are conducted, respectively. ,e maximum error (ME) and
root mean square error (RMSE) are applied to quantitatively
evaluate the estimation performance and can be calculated as
follows:

ME � max xi,k − xi,k


,

RMSE �

�����

1
N



N

k�1






7

i�1
xi,k − xi,k 

2
,

(28)

where xi,k represents the real measured values of vehicle state
generated from CarSim and xi,k represents the estimation
values of vehicle state obtained from the estimator.

4.1.1. Double Lane Change Maneuver. ,e severe double
lane change maneuver specified in ISO 3888-1 is a standard
test condition to verify vehicle stability, and the knowledge
of vehicle states is crucial for the vehicle stability control
system of 4WIDEV, so the severe double lane change ma-
neuver under low road adhesion condition is conducted on a
flat road. ,e initial speed is 60 km/h, and the road adhesion
coefficient is 0.4. Figure 6 shows the steering wheel angle and
the longitudinal velocity dynamic response.

Figure 7 shows the estimation result comparison of side
slip angle and yaw rate between EKF, UKF, and ALOUKF
estimators.,eME and RMSE for side slip angle and yaw rate
are given in Table 4. As shown in Figure 7, the UKF and
ALOUKF estimators both can satisfy the estimation

requirements in the straight driving stage; however, the es-
timation error of the EKF estimator is larger than that of the
other two estimators through the whole simulation period
since the linearization operation will lead to the increase of
estimation error. As shown in the enlarged view of
Figures 7(a) and 7(c), it is notable that the estimation devi-
ations of side slip angle and yaw rate at the emergency turning
are larger than those at the straight driving; this is because the
vehicle state changes dramatically under the low adhesion
road. Even so, the ALOUKF still outperforms others. It can be
seen in Table 4 that the RMSE of side slip angle is improved by
41.21% and 53.26% compared with the UKF and EKF, re-
spectively. ,e ME of side slip angle in ALOUKF estimator is
0.1447 deg, while that in UKF and EKF estimators is
0.2064 deg and 0.2745 deg, respectively. In Figure 7(c), EKF
and UKF estimators both have a time lag between the esti-
mated yaw rate and the real yaw rate generated from CarSim.
However, the ALOUKF estimator can accurately track the real
yaw rate, and the RMSE is only 0.1594 deg/s, which is less than
that in EKF and UKF estimators.

Figure 8 shows the estimation result comparison of tire-
road lateral force between the UKF and ALOUKF estima-
tors; similar to the estimation results of side slip angle, UKF
and ALOUKF estimators both perform well of estimating
the tire-road lateral force on the straight road, but the es-
timation errors increase when the steering wheel angle
changes suddenly. However, the increment of the ALOUKF
estimator is less than that of UKF. Table 5 shows the
comparison of ME and RMSE between UKF and ALOUKF;
the ME of ALOUKF estimator is less than that of UKF, and
the RMSE of tire-road lateral force for each wheel is de-
creased by 38.31%, 52.59%, 40.08%, and 46.68%,
respectively.

,is simulation confirms that the ALOUKF estimator
has good estimation accuracy and trackability due to the
adjustment of the measurement noise and process noise
matrices.

4.1.2. Sine Wave Steering Maneuver. For further validation
of the presented estimation method under drastic steering
condition, the sine wave steering maneuver is carried out
with an initial speed of 40 km/h and a road adhesion co-
efficient of 0.85. As shown in Figure 9(a), the steering wheel
angle amplitude is 90 deg and the period is 4 s. Figure 9(b)
shows the vehicle lateral acceleration. As shown in Figure 9,
the steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration both have
large and frequent fluctuations; meanwhile, all peak values of
lateral acceleration are close to 0.4 g, and themaximum value
reaches 0.4169 g. It means that the vehicle and tire are in a
strong nonlinear state and are unstable.

Figure 10 shows the simulation results of side slip angle and
yaw rate.,eME and RMSE comparison is listed in Table 6. As
shown in Figure 10, the EKF estimator has a poor performance
both in the estimation of side slip angle and yaw rate because
the vehicle frequently goes into the nonlinear region.When the
steering wheel angle changes gently, the estimation deviation of
UKF and ALOUKF is small. When the steering wheel angle
changes sharply, the estimation deviation of UKF increases

Table 3: Parameters of the vehicle (COG: center of gravity).

Parameters Unit Value
Total mass of vehicle m/kg 840
Distance from COG to front wheels a/m 1.21
Distance from COG to rear wheels b/m 0.86
Wheel base l/m 2.07
Wheel track Bw/m 1.481
Tire model — 165/65 R13
Wheel effective radius Re/m 0.272
Height of COG hg/m 0.68
Vehicle rotational inertia about z-axis IZ/(kg∙m2) 1523
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Figure 6: Vehicle state signals generated from CarSim: (a) steering wheel angle and longitudinal velocity; (b) lateral acceleration.
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Figure 7: Simulation results of side slip angle and yaw rate for EKF, UKF, and ALOUKF estimators: (a) side slip angle; (b) error of side slip
angle; (c) yaw rate; (d) error of yaw rate.
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Table 4: Comparison of ME and RMSE for side slip angle and yaw rate.

State
ME RMSE

EKF UKF ALOUKF EKF UKF ALOUKF
c (deg/s) 7.1879 6.2109 0.6841 2.2286 1.8430 0.1594
β (deg) 0.2745 0.2064 0.1447 0.0937 0.0745 0.0438
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Figure 8: Simulation results of tire-road lateral force for UKF and ALOUKF estimators: (a) front left; (b) front right; (c) left rear; (d) right
rear.

Table 5: Comparison of ME and RMSE for tire-road lateral force.

State (N)
ME RMSE

RMSE improved (%)
UKF ALOUKF UKF ALOUKF

Fyfl 345.3163 228.5535 105.9953 65.3919 38.31
Fyfr 309.0937 153.3153 106.5646 50.5215 52.59
Fyrl 262.2675 172.5306 73.4423 44.0059 40.08
Fyrr 226.4347 152.2261 72.7514 38.7920 46.68
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rapidly due to the vehicle nonlinearity, and the ME of yaw rate
and side slip angle in UKF reaches 3.4669deg/s and 0.3438deg,
respectively. But ALOUKF can still maintain the estimation
error inside a small range and resist this dramatic fluctuation,
and the ME of yaw rate and side slip angle is 1.6873 deg/s and
0.1930deg, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the simulation comparison of tire-road
lateral force between the UKF and ALOUKF estimators, and
the estimation deviation of tire-road lateral forces is larger

than that under the double lane change maneuver due to the
inevitable vehicle model error at the nonlinear region. But in
general, the ALOUKF estimator performs better, especially
in maximum steering wheel angle. As shown in Table 7, the
RMSE of tire-road lateral force for each wheel is improved
by 20.62%, 18.86%, 58.27%, and 52.70%, respectively. ,is
simulation demonstrates that the proposed estimation
method can accurately estimate vehicle state and resist the
vehicle nonlinearity.
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Figure 9: Vehicle state signals generated from CarSim: (a) steering wheel angle and longitudinal velocity; (b) lateral acceleration.
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Figure 10: Simulation results of side slip angle and yaw rate for EKF, UKF, and ALOUKF estimators: (a) side slip angle; (b) yaw rate.

Table 6: Comparison of ME and RMSE for side slip angle and yaw rate.

State
ME RMSE

EKF UKF ALOUKF EKF UKF ALOUKF
c (deg/s) 11.1912 3.4669 1.6873 6.9136 2.2211 1.0396
β (deg) 0.7163 0.3438 0.1930 0.4430 0.2150 0.0682
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4.2. Experiment Verification. ,e road test is conducted to
further validate the feasibility of the proposed estimation
method. A rapid prototyping platform (RPP) for 4WIDEV is
established based on the A&D 5435 semiphysical simulation
system and Matlab/Simulink code generation technology.
,e road test scene and the installed actual measuring
sensors are shown in Figure 12. ,e configuration of the

4WIDEV test platform and the sensor signal transmission
network are shown in Figure 13. A&D 5435 is applied to
replace the vehicle controller and integrated into the
Simulink Library interface module. Based on the Real-Time
Workshop technology, the simulation model can be
translated to C code to be loaded in the A&D 5435 and
executed independently. ,e measurement signals input to
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Figure 11: Simulation results of tire-road lateral force for UKF and ALOUKF estimators: (a) front left; (b) front right; (c) left rear; (d) right
rear.

Table 7: Comparison of ME and RMSE for tire-road lateral force.

State (N)
ME RMSE

RMSE improved (%)
UKF ALOUKF UKF ALOUKF

Fyfl 345.3598 270.8882 181.8664 144.3570 20.62
Fyfr 362.9578 289.1788 183.1064 148.5645 18.86
Fyrl 395.9780 155.8817 220.7503 92.1301 58.27
Fyrr 396.0068 162.5478 202.8349 95.9343 52.70
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the A&D 5435 main include steering wheel angle, steering
wheel angular speed, accelerator pedal opening, vehicle
speed, acceleration, and vehicle attitude. As shown in Fig-
ure 12, the steering wheel angle and angular speed are
collected by the Kistler CMSWB. ,e accelerator pedal
opening is obtained by using the PASST B5 accelerator.
,ese signals are input to the A&D 5435 by I/O port. ,e
Racelogic VGPSBOX 3I is used to measure vehicle speed.

,e Oxford RT 3100 inertial navigation measuring system is
equipped to measure the vehicle attitude and acceleration.
,ese signals are transmitted to the A&D 5435 through CAN
bus. Because the DGPS, which can directly measure the side
slip angle, and the tire force sensor have not been equipped
on the test vehicle, with the consideration of the side slip
angle and yaw rate being the key characteristic parameters
for vehicle stability, the road test is utilized to verify the
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wheel angle

sensor

Inertial
navigation
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Pedal
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I/O
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CAN
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Figure 12: ,e road test scene.
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Figure 13: Configuration of the 4WIDEV test platform.
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estimation performance of the yaw rate and side slip angle.
Meanwhile, the side slip angle generated fromCarSimwill be
taken as the reference measurement value for comparison.

,e serpentine maneuver, which is a typical vehicle
stability test condition, is selected to be carry out the vehicle
experiment on the dry and asphalt road. ,e driving tra-
jectory is shown in Figure 14, and a traffic cone is placed
every 30 meters. ,e parameters of the road test vehicle are
the same as those of the simulation vehicle. ,e driver will

maintain the longitudinal vehicle velocity in 45±5 km/h, and
the road coefficient is approximately 0.8.

Figure 15 shows the response curve of longitudinal
vehicle velocity, steering wheel angle, and longitudinal and
lateral acceleration in the road test. It can be seen in
Figure 15(b) that there exist continuous fluctuations of
steering wheel angle, and the maximum is about 50 deg.
Figure 16(a) shows the comparison between the estimation
value and the measurement of yaw rate. Figure 16(b) shows

y

x

30m 30m30m 30m

Traffic cone

(30 × 5) m

Figure 14: ,e trajectory of the serpentine maneuver.
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Figure 15: Vehicle states of road test: (a) longitudinal velocity; (b) steering wheel angle; (c) longitudinal acceleration; (d) lateral acceleration.
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the comparison between the reference value from CarSim
with the estimation value of side slip angle. Table 8 shows the
ME and RMSE of side slip angle and yaw rate.

As shown in Figure 16, similar to the simulation, the
ALOUKF estimator performs well in the estimation of side slip
angle and yaw rate in the road test. Notably, the estimation
deviation becomes large when the vehicle turns, especially in
the peak of the steering wheel angle; it can be seen in Table 8
that the ME of side slip angle and yaw rate is 0.1837deg and
2.8347deg/s, respectively. ,is is because of the inevitable
model error when the vehicle state changes dramatically at the
continuous cornering condition. But in general, the ALOUKF
estimator can satisfy the requirement of estimation accuracy, as
well as resist this dramatic change, as shown in Table 8, and the
RMSE of side slip angle and yaw rate is 0.0956deg and
1.1405deg/s, respectively. ,is road test provides the effec-
tiveness and feasibility of the proposed state estimation
method. ,e results confirm that the ALOUKF estimator has
good estimation accuracy even in the complicated and
emergency condition; therefore, it can meet the requirements
of vehicle stability control in the real application.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a modified UKF methodology
combining the ALO optimization algorithms for the vehicle
state estimation in the application of 4WIDEV. ,e main
findings can be concluded as follows:

(1) To analyze the feasibility of the ALO algorithm for the
identification of the system noise, both unimodal and
multimodal optimization test functions were applied

and optimized by the GA, PSO, and ALO algorithms,
respectively. ,e optimization result indicated that
ALO has superior global optimization performance
and better applicability for various problems.

(2) ,e ALO algorithm was embedded into the UKF to
adjust the statistical properties of measurement and
process noise for the ALOUKF estimator design.,e
simulation of double lane change and sine wave
steering maneuvers was carried out on the Matlab/
Simulink-CarSim co-simulation platform. ,e ser-
pentine maneuver road test was conducted on the
RPP based on the A&D 5435 semiphysical simula-
tion system and Matlab/Simulink code generation
technology. ,e simulation and experiment results
verify both the effectiveness and estimation accuracy
improvement by using the proposed methodology
compared with the conventional estimation method,
of which the RMSE of side slip angle was decreased
by 41.21% and 53.26% compared with the UKF and
EKF, respectively, under the double lane change
condition. Moreover, the ALOUKF estimator can
resist vehicle nonlinearity even in complicated and
emergency conditions.

In the future, more vehicle states and parameters will be
considered to be estimated, such as the road adhesion co-
efficient. In addition, more attention will be focused on the
road test validation of the tire lateral forces.
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Figure 16: Estimation results of road test: (a) yaw rate; (b) side slip angle.

Table 8: Comparison of ME and RMSE for tire-road lateral force.

State ME RMSE
c (deg/s) 2.8347 1.1405
β (deg) 0.1837 0.0956
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